[Diagnosis of Cochleovestibular Neurovascular Compression Syndrome:A Scoring System Based on Five Clinical Characteristics].
The optimal method for diagnosing cochleovestibular neurovascular compression syndrome(CNVC)remains controversial, and the aim of this study is to develop a standard diagnostic instrument for the condition. The clinical features of 53 sides of 50 patients with a combination of vertigo, tinnitus, and/or hearing loss were retrospectively evaluated. The following five clinical features were evaluated and given a score of 1 or 0:1)a long history of recurrent vertigo, tinnitus, or hearing loss;2)neurological findings related to positional vertigo, nystagmus, tinnitus, or hearing loss;3)neuro-otological findings involving tinnitus, audiometry, or vestibular testing;4)auditory brainstem response(ABR)evaluation with the detection of a low 25-75% II wave amplitude on the contralateral side and delayed interpeak latency in the I-III or I-V waves(usually low II wave amplitude combined with double peaks and a wide-based form)during ABR evaluation using 80 and 90dB clicks;and 5)the detection of vascular contact with the eighth cranial nerve on magnetic resonance imaging-constructive interference in steady state or air computed tomography imaging. Finally, the sum of these scores was evaluated. For cases in which more than one of the features of the items 1), 2), or 3) were present, the score was evaluated based on the most representative of the items. The patients were divided into those with scores of 4-5 and those with scores of 2-3. All the patients with scores of 4-5 exhibited CNVC, while those with scores of 2-3 had other diseases. Therefore, CNVC should be suspected in patients with scores of 4-5, but can be ruled out in those with scores of 2-3.